
Claims/Evidence/Reasoning: 
A proven framework for 
investigating science

Phenomenon-
driven Pedagogy: 
Frames learning 
in real world 
situations, making 
it more relevant

SCIENCE
HOW TO

Hands-On: 
Learn Science by 
Doing Science

Consumable: 
Students can write 
and do activities 
on the newspaper 



Illustrations: 
Help students visualize 
abstract concepts

Science and 
Engineering Practice: 
Plan and Carry Out 
an Investigation
explicitly taught in 
the article

Modeling: 
Provides scaffolded 
support for students

Plenty of room for 
students to record 
their answers.

Close Reading: 
Students can 
highlight main 
ideas and 
supporting detail

Vocab: 
Strengthens 
comprehension

3D Learning: 
Crosscutting 
concepts 
are integral 
to learning

Extension Materials:
Useful for students who need more 
challenges or deeper learning



SCIENCE HOW TO
TEACHER EDITION

The Teacher 
Edition 

provides step-by-
step support to 
implement effective 
science instruction

Assessment Guide:

Well-Being Questions:
● What are some things you can do to help your well-being stay balanced?

(Answers will vary but may include: eat healthy food, move, learn, sleep enough,
drink enough water, etc.)

● What does it feel like to be off balance? (Answers will vary.)
● What evidence might your peers have that you are a good friend? Is there

anything you would change about the way you treat others to give different
evidence? (Answers will vary.)

Forces | Week 5

Article Background Information:
This lesson introduces the phenomenon of athletics. Use the video to introduce the
phenomenon, and utilize the inquiry model in a class discussion.

Article 1: Science in Sports
Lexile® measure: 610L-800L
Word Count: 44

Phenomenon Lesson Plan: Engage: (15 min)
1. Watch Video: View the phenomenon video “Sports Video.”
2. See, think, wonder:

a. Ask students what they see, and have them write it down on the See, Think,
Wonder graphic organizer.

b. Ask students, “What do you think about what you saw?” Have them write it
down. (Answers will vary.)

c. Ask students, “What else are you wondering?” Have them write it down.
(Answers will vary.)

d. Share some student answers and discuss.
3. Read the article as a whole class.

Vocabulary:
physics: a field of science in which we study the physical world

Article Assessment Questions:
1. _______ can help people become better athletes.

a. TV
b. Homework
c. Science
d. Video games

2. What does physics study?
a. the physical world
b. chemicals
c. dinosaurs
d. life

Materials/Kit Needed:
Graphic organizer See, Think, Wonder

Online Related Media (Explore More):
Video “Sports Video”

Article Background Information: N/A

Article 2: Force
Lexile measure: 610L-800L
Word Count: 122

Lesson Plan: (30 min)
1. Read the article with the students.
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c. speed
d. strength

Materials/Kit Needed:
Soccer ball
Football
Jump rope
Tetherball
Toy
Swing set
Basketball
Graphic Organizer Applied Forces
Graphic Organizer Science Journal Questions

Online Related Media (Explore More): N/A

Article Background Information: N/A

Article 3: Push vs. Pull
Lexile measure: 210L-400L
Word Count: 78

Lesson Plan: (30 min)
1. Read the article with the students.
2. Cause and Effect: Play with toy cars. After the students play for a little bit, ask them

to play with the directions they push and pull. Is it only forwards and backwards?
After a while, bring the students together and ask them what they discovered. Have
students compare what happens when the car is pushed at different speeds. What
is the relationship between the cause and effect of pushing the car? Have students
compare the cause and effect of the different speeds of the car.

3. Play a push and pull game: Have students write “push” on one card and “pull” on
another. Present students with the Push/Pull game pictures. Have them each
decide whether the picture is showing a push or a pull. When you ring a bell, have
them hold up their card for you to see. They keep track of their own points. This
game will allow you to assess which students are understanding the idea of push
and pull. Take note of those who are not understanding, and give them extra
guidance.

a. Is it a push or a pull?
i. towing a trailer
ii. playing air hockey
iii. mowing the lawn
iv. a crane lifting an object
v. playing pool
vi. rowing

Vocabulary:
push: when you move an object away from you
pull: when you move an object toward you
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d. unbalanced forces
3. _________ is a force that slows things down.

a. Balanced forces
b. Friction
c. Gravity
d. Unbalanced forces

Materials/Kit Needed: N/A

Online Related Media (Explore More): N/A

Article Background Information:
Isaac Newton’s Laws

1. “An object in motion will remain in motion, and an object at rest will remain at rest
unless there is net force acting on the object.” Matter does not like to change. If it is
at rest, it likes to stay at rest, and if it’s moving, it likes to keep moving.

2. “The acceleration of an object is equal to the net force on an object divided by
the mass of the object.” In layman's terms, that means that the more force you
apply to an object, the faster it will move.

3. “Forces act in pairs: For every action, there is an equal but opposite reaction.” A
trampoline is a great example of this.

Article 5: Isaac Newton
Lexile measure: 610L-800L
Word Count: 105

Lesson Plan: Elaborate: (30 min)
1. Read the article with the students.
2. Explain: Discuss the meaning of each law, and provide examples.

a. Discuss the first law and show an object at rest. How will it move? (Answers
will vary.)

b. Discuss the second law and show that an object moves farther when you
push harder.

c. Discuss the third law, and demonstrate equal and opposite reactions by
discussing skateboarding. Ask students: Have you ever ridden a skateboard?
(Answers will vary.) What happens when you push back with your foot? (the
skateboard moves forward).

3. Have students get into groups and illustrate Newton’s Laws on a poster board.
4. Hang the posters on the walls, and allow students to do a gallery walk.

Vocabulary: 2
physicists: people who study physics

Article Assessment Questions:
1. Isaac Newton was a famous ________.

a. astronomer
b. engineer
c. paleontologist
d. physicist

2. How many laws did Newton write?
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Investigation Plan

QUESTION:

Name: Date:

DATA:

VARIABLE:

TOOLS:

HOW WILL 
YOU RECORD 
THE DATA?

a. one
b. two
c. three
d. four

Materials/Kit Needed:
Poster boards (one per group)

Online Related Media (Explore More): N/A

Article Background Information:
Use the example in the article to help students understand what planning an investigation
should look like.

Article 6: Planning an Investigation
Lexile measure: 610L-800L
Word Count: 77

Lesson Plan: (30 min)
1. Planning and carrying out investigations: Read the article as a class.
2. Discuss each part of the plan as you read the article as a class.

a. Question: Emphasize that the question must be something that will have
more than a “yes” or “no” answer. Students should be investigating
something that will yield data.

b. Data: What are you measuring? How will you measure it?
c. Variable: What will stay the same? What will change?
d. Tools: What do you need? Be detailed so someone else could replicate your

investigation.
e. How you will record the data: Discuss how you will keep track of data and

how you will organize it so it’s comprehensible.
3. Create a practice plan as a class.

a. Use the Investigation Plan graphic organizer.

Article Assessment Questions:
1. Scientists _________ to answer questions.

a. read
b. investigate
c. play games
d. talk to friends

2. A _________ is something that changes.
a. investigation
b. question
c. tool
d. variable

Materials/Kit Needed:
Graphic organizer Investigation Plan
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c. speed
d. strength

Materials/Kit Needed:
Soccer ball
Football
Jump rope
Tetherball
Toy
Swing set
Basketball
Graphic Organizer Applied Forces
Graphic Organizer Science Journal Questions

Online Related Media (Explore More): N/A

Article Background Information: N/A

Article 3: Push vs. Pull
Lexile measure: 210L-400L
Word Count: 78

Lesson Plan: (30 min)
1. Read the article with the students.
2. Cause and Effect: Play with toy cars. After the students play for a little bit, ask them

to play with the directions they push and pull. Is it only forwards and backwards?
After a while, bring the students together and ask them what they discovered. Have
students compare what happens when the car is pushed at different speeds. What
is the relationship between the cause and effect of pushing the car? Have students
compare the cause and effect of the different speeds of the car.

3. Play a push and pull game: Have students write “push” on one card and “pull” on
another. Present students with the Push/Pull game pictures. Have them each
decide whether the picture is showing a push or a pull. When you ring a bell, have
them hold up their card for you to see. They keep track of their own points. This
game will allow you to assess which students are understanding the idea of push
and pull. Take note of those who are not understanding, and give them extra
guidance.

a. Is it a push or a pull?
i. towing a trailer
ii. playing air hockey
iii. mowing the lawn
iv. a crane lifting an object
v. playing pool
vi. rowing

Vocabulary:
push: when you move an object away from you
pull: when you move an object toward you
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Extension materials allow 
for deeper learning 

Week 5 Storyline: Can science help students to become better athletes? Students will
explore balanced and unbalanced forces and the way force affects athletics. The
articles provide students with background knowledge so that they can plan an
investigation around balanced and unbalanced forces.

Science Standards:
3-PS2-1: Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence of the effects of
balanced and unbalanced forces on the motion of an object.

Science and Engineering Practices: Planning and Carrying Out Investigations

Disciplinary Core Ideas:
PS2.A: Forces and Motion
PS2.B: Types of Interactions

Crosscutting Concepts: Cause and Effect

Integrated Standard Connections:
ELA:
RI.3.1 Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring
explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
RI.3.3 Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or
concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time,
sequence, and cause/effect.
RI.3.8 Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in
a text (e.g., comparison, cause/effect, first/second/third in a sequence).
W.3.7 Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic.
W.3.8 Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital
sources; take brief notes on sources and sort evidence into provided categories.
SL.3.3 Ask and answer questions about information from a speaker, offering appropriate
elaboration and detail.
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Storylines help 
students make sense 
of phenomena

Social-emotional 
questions support 
student well-being 

Pre-built graphic 
organizers and 
resources enable 
quick lesson planning

3-D assessments 
ensure students can 
demonstrate learning 

Science and Engineering 
Practices (SEPs) spark 
student curiosity 

Crosscutting 
Concepts encourage 
integrated learning 
across topics  

Weekly phenomenon 
drive student learning 
and exploration

Low-cost, locally sourced 
tool lists makes science 
more accessible

  

Engineering   Design:   Hermit   Crabs   |   Week   22     
 

  
Article   7:   What   Is   a   Carcinologist?   
Lexile   measure:   810L-1000L   
Word   Count:   152   

  
Lesson   Plan   (60   minutes):   

1. Prior   to   this   lesson,   set   up   a   testing   station   and   prepare   enough   boiled   eggs   so   that   
each   group   gets   one   egg   to   test   their   hermit   crab   shell.   Consider   laying   down   a   
tarp   or   other   covering   to   avoid   making   a   mess   while   testing   students’   shells.   You   
could   also   put   a   chair   out   for   students   to   stand   on   while   they   drop   their   shells.   
However,   if   safety   is   a   concern,   you   can   be   the   designated   egg   dropper   for   the   
students.   

2. Engage:   Read   the   article.   
3. Explore:   Tell   students   that   it   is   now   time   for   the   “Test”   step   of   the   engineering   design   

process.   Remind   students   about   the   goals   and   requirements   of   the   challenge   (the   
shell   must   be   dropped   from   six   feet   high;   the   shell   must   prevent   the   egg   from   
cracking   or   breaking).   

4. Evaluate:   Distribute   the   graphic   organizer    Hermit   Crab   Shell   Test   Sheet .   Ask   students   
to   fill   out   the   graphic   organizer   as   they   test   their   shells.   

5. Allow   students   to   test   their   shells.   For   consistency,   drop   one   egg   at   a   time   yourself,   
or   have   each   group   pick   a   representative   and   monitor   each   representative   as   they   
drop   their   group’s   sheIl.   

  
Vocabulary:     
carcinologist:    a   scientist   who   studies   crustaceans   

  
Article   Assessment   Questions:   

1. Which   scientist   studies   crustaceans?   
a. carcinologist   
b. entomologist   
c. hippologist   
d. ornithologist   

2. How   do   scientists   know   what   the   ancient   crab   looked   like?   
a. They   found   a   fossil.   
b. They   saw   a   picture   of   it.   
c. They   read   ancient   records.   
d. They   discovered   a   live   specimen.   

3. What   is   one   feature   that   identifies   the   new   crab   as   an   active   swimmer?   
a. a   hard   shell   
b. two   sets   of   gills   
c. a   pair   of   claws     
d. paddle-like   legs   

  
Materials/Kit   Needed:     
Boiled   eggs   (one   per   group)   
Tarp   or   other   covering   (optional)   
Graphic   organizer    Hermit   Crab   Shell   Test   Sheet   

  
Online   Related   Media   (Explore   More):    N/A   
Article   Background   Information:    N/A   
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Article   8:   Hermit   Crabs   vs.   Plastic   Pollution   
Lexile   measure:   810L-1000L   
Word   Count:   300   

  
Lesson   Plan   (60   minutes):   

1. Engage:   Ask   students:   How   do   you   think   plastic   pollution   affects   hermit   crabs?   
(Answers   will   vary.)    If   students   are   struggling   to   come   up   with   ideas,   ask   them   to   
look   at   the   images   in   the   article.      

2. Explain:   Read   the   article.   
3. Explore:   Show   students   the   video   "Hermit   Crabs   in   Plastic   Pollution"   in   related   media.   
4. Engage:   Tell   students   that   it   is   now   time   for   the   “Improve”   step   of   the   engineering   

design   process.   Ask   students   to   think   about   how   they   could   improve   their   shell   
designs.     

5. Evaluate:   Have   students   write   a   reflection   in   their   interactive   notebooks   that   
answers   the   following   questions:   

a. What   worked?    (Answers   will   vary.)     
b. What   didn’t   work?    (Answers   will   vary.)   
c. What   would   you   try   next   time?    (Answers   will   vary.)   

6. Have   each   group   share   their   experience   with   the   class.     
7. Revisit   the   weekly   phenomenon   question.   Ask   students   to   take   some   time   to   think   

about   and   answer   the   question   in   their   interactive   notebooks.   Allow   them   to   use   
evidence   from   this   week’s   articles   to   guide   their   responses.   

  
Vocabulary:    N/A   

  
Article   Assessment   Questions:   

1. Why   might   some   plastics   not   make   a   good   shell   for   hermit   crabs?   
a. They   are   too   soft.   
b. They   fall   off   easily.   
c. They   are   too   colorful.   
d. They   attract   predators.   

2. How   might   plastic   bottles   affect   hermit   crabs?  
a. They   cannot   climb   out   and   die.   
b. Sea   anemones   do   not   like   plastic.   
c. The   leftover   soda   makes   them   hungry.   
d. Predators   can   still   see   them   in   the   bottle.   

3. How   many   crabs   in   the   investigation   were   killed   by   plastic?   
a. 27   
b. 3,870   
c. 570,000   
d. 1.2   million   

  
Materials/Kit   Needed:    N/A   

  
Online   Related   Media   (Explore   More):     
Video   “Hermit   Crabs   in   Plastic   Pollution”   

Additional   Answer   Keys:   

Lessons based on the 5E model 
provide a unique learning experience
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